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We study the deconfinement transition for non-vanishing baryonic hemical potential g. on an 8~x 3 lattice, vdth Wilson 
fermions in lowest-order hopping parameter expansion. For very light quarks, we find that the relative deconfinement 
temperature ~.(~)/T~(O) has decreased by more than 20~ when #/T~(0) ~ 1. 
Deconfinement in a system with non-vanishing 
baryon number density poses one of the most inter- 
esting open problems in statistical quantum chromo- 
dynamics. It is also a rather urgent problem, since 
forthcoming nuclear collision experiments to study 
deconfinement will certainly provide baryon-rich sys- 
tems. 
In the present note, we want to present some first 
results obtained in studying the effect of  non-vanish- 
ing baryonic hemical potential ,u on the deconfine- 
ment temperature T c. They already give us some in- 
dication of what the complete phase diagram for 
strongly interacting matter looks like. 
The pattern of deconfinement in the presence of 
dynamical quarks was for some time rather unclear 
even for/a = 0, since the fermion field breaks the glo- 
bal symmetry used to characterize the two phases in 
pure gauge theory. However, the deconfinement phe- 
nomenon has been found to persist, at least as a very 
abrupt change of regimes, in a variety of different 
fertnion schemes ,1 ; it appears that the symmetry 
breaking induced by the quarks is in fact very small. 
This is in accord with the interpretation of deconfine- 
ment as the QCD form of an insulator-conductor 
transition, where string breaking provides a non-vanish- 
ing but small "colour conductivity" in the confine- 
ment region [2]. 
The basis of statistical QCD is the partition func- 
tion 
.1 For a recent review see ref. [ 1 ]. 
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Z(T,/a) = Tr exp[ - (H  - laN) /T]  , (1) 
where H is the QCD hamiltonian and N the net quark 
number operator. To obtain a form suitable for com- 
puter simulation, we want to rewrite this in the form 
of a sum over field configurations on the lattice. The 
resulting formulation has been obtained by several 
authors [3-6] .  Writing the fermion action as sum 
over quark flavoursfin the Wilson fornmlation [7] 
SQ = f~ ~/(1 - KM)~f, (2) 
where K denotes the hopping parameter, we have 
3 
Mnm = ~ [(1 - 7v)Unrn6n, m_9 
v = 1 
+ (1 + ~,~)C~,,~,,,m÷~,] 
+ f (uaX1 - "~0) U,,m~,,,m_0 
+ 
+ [1 / f (ua) ] ( l  + ~0)Um.8.,m+ 8 . (3) 
The notation is that of ref. [2] : Lkn denotes the fer- 
mion field at site n, Unto the SU(3) matrix on the 
link between the adjacent sites n and m, and i, is a 
unit vector from the given site in the v direction. We 
consider quarks of vanishing bare mass; spatial and 
temporal lattice spacings are set equal. The modifica- 
tion due to non-zero chemical potential ~ is contained 
in f(taa); following refs. [3,4], we choose 
f(~a) = exp0aa), (4) 
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where a denotes the lattice spacing; for a more gener- 
al form, see ref. [6]. After integration of the fermion 
variables, we have the partition function in the form 
Z(T'u)= fii~s dU[det(1 - KM)] Nf 
× exp[-SG(U)] , (5) 
where Nf counts the number of quark flavours and 
S G is the usual Wilson action for the gauge field sec- 
tor, 
SG(U)= 4 ( ~ (1 - ~ Re Tr UUUU) 
g, \ Po 
+ ~(1-~ReTrUUUU)  I , (6) 
P0 ! 
expressed in terms of space-space and space-time 
plaquette sums. 
The main problem in the evaluation of relation 
(5), and all quantities derived from it, is that the ef- 
fective fermion action 
S F = -Nf  log[det(1 - KM)] (7) 
is complex and hence cannot be used as weight for up- 
dating the lattice. To see this explicitly, consider the 
hopping parameter xpansion [8] 
co 
log det(1 - KM) = -Tr ~ 7-  Mr" (8) 
/=1 
Using eqs. (3), (4), it yields for lattices with N o ~< 3 
temporal lattice sites as leading term 
S L = -2Nf(2K)No ~ [L(x) exp(No/sa) 
x 
+ L*(x) exp(-Nflaa)] , (9) 
here 
r (x ) -  Tr Ux;r,r+ 1 (I0) 
=I 
is the Polyakov loop at the spatial site x. Eq. (5) can 
be rewritten in the form 
S L = -4Nf(2K)N# ~ [Re L(x) cosh NoUa 
X 
+ i Im L(x) sinh Nooa] , (11) 
which in general is real only for/a = 0. 
A Monte Carlo evaluation becomes possible, how- 
ever, if we consider 
Z(T, la) = f [I dU[exp(- i  Im SF) l 
links 
X exp(-S G - Re SF),  (12) 
using only the real part of the fermion action, togeth- 
er with the gluon action, for the weight in the link up- 
dating procedure. For/a = 0, Im S F = 0, and so we ex- 
pect some range of ta where Im S F does not yet con- 
tribute very much. We can therefore obtain a first 
idea of the effect of finite baryon number density on 
deconfinement by "quenching" the imaginary part of 
S F. This partial quenching, in contrast o a complete 
quenching with det(1 - KM) = 1 in eq. (5), leaves a 
/J-dependence in all thermodynamic observables. 
The results we shall present here are obtained in 
leading order hopping parameter xpansion, using the 
partial quenching approximation. We work with two 
quark flavours on an 83 × 3 lattice, where 
ReS L =-h  ~ ReL(x) ,  (13) 
X 
with 
h = 8(2r) 3 cosh 3/aa. (14) 
We note that in this approximation the introduction 
of a chemical potential has the same effect as shifting 
the hopping parameter ~ to a larger value. This is 
known [9] to result in a decrease of the critical cou- 
pling and hence of the deconfinement temperature. 
We thus already know that the effect is qualitatively 
as expected. 
Irt table 1 we list our Monte Carlo results for four 
different values ofh. Shown in the first column is the 
associated K value if/l = 0. The critical coupling val- 
Table 1 
Critical coupling and temperature at deconfinement. 
K (~t = O) h (6/ge 2) Te/A Nf=2 
0.120 0.111 5.390 170 
0.140 0.176 5.367 165 
0.156 0.243 5.277 147 
0.180 0.373 5.101 117 
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Table 2 
Baryon chemical potential at deconf'mement. 
(p = O) mq/T c h Pc a Pc/A,l.~f= 2xr  K 
0.12 2.00 0.111 0 0 
0.176 0.346 172 
0.243 0.475 210 
0.373 0.629 222 
0.14 0.87 0.176 0 0 
0.243 0.283 125 
0.373 0.462 163 
0.156 0.10 0.243 0 0 
0.373 0.331 117 
ues in the third column correspond to the point of 
maximal change in the energy density, i.e., to the 
peak in the specific heat of deconfinement. The last 
column lists the critical temperature T c -- [3a(gc) ] -1 
obtained through the renormalization group relation 
for Nf = 2, 
aA L = exp{-~ Ir 2(6/g 2) 
+ (345/292) log[~9 rr2(6/g2)l ) ,  (15) 
the decrease with increasing r or h is clearly seen. 
For fLxed r, different h correspond to different val- 
ues of the critical chemical potential/a, as given by eq. 
(14). In table 2, we list the resulting p c for agiven 
choice Of K. As in table 1, the values Of Pc/ANf =2 are 
obtained by use of relation (15). In the hopping para- 
meter formulation, the value of K used determines an 
effective quark mass rnq in the lattice action. Requir- 
ing mq = 0 defines a limiting value rch , at which the 
action becomes chirally symmetric; it has been cal- 
culated both numerically and in the weak coupling 
limit (see ref. [2] for further details and references). 
The quark mass mq for a given K < Kch is expected to 
be [10] 
½( I /K -  l/Kch ) : exp(mqa) -  1. (16) 
The values Ofmq/Tc( p = 0) resulting from eq. (16) are 
also listed in table 2. 
In fig. 1 we show the deconfinement phase diagram 
as it emerges from these results; the curves are drawn 
just to guide the eye. For the largest quark mass con- 
sidered, Tc(P ) is rather independent o fp  up to about 
p/T¢(0) ~- 1, while for lighter quarks the p dependence 
sets in sooner. Such a behaviour is in fact expected: 




p (A(t. 2)1 
Fig. 1. Phase diagram for strongly interacting matter, for dy- 
namical quarks of mass mq/Tc(O ) = 2.00 (o), 0.87 (o) and 
0.10 (A). 
heavy quarks are thermodynamically suppressed, and 
so for small/a, the system is essentially gluonic; hence 
T c is independent ofp.  Sufficiently large/a, however, 
with a correspondingly large quark number density, 
force the fermion sector to become important for the 
thermodynamics; hence now T e drops with increasing 
/a. On the other hand, for mq ~ 0, quark and gluon 
sectors are on equal footing even at p = 0, so here the 
/a-dependence of T¢ sets in as soon as p is turned on. 
First studies of chiral symmetry restoration in baryon- 
rich environments have given indications of similar be- 
haviour there [4]. 
In conclusion, we note that our results give an en- 
couraging first glance at the deconfinement phase 
structure of strongly interacting matter. The results 
are approximative on two accounts: the imaginary 
part of the fermion action is neglected, and only the 
leading term of the hopping parameter expansion is 
considered. We are presently extending our calcula- 
tions to include both Im S F and higher order terms in 
r, to obtain a quantitative measure of the approxima- 
tions used here. 
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